WALKING TOURS

TOURS FOR THE DISABLED

We'll take you on a private Vatican tour
or a tour of the Colosseum & Forum
making you skip the lines and fully
enjoy a stress free tour. Our guides are
knowledgeable, nice, and speak
different languages. We can
also take you on a stroll
around Rome's major
sites like Trevi, Navona,
Spanish Steps and
Pantheon.

Walking problems? We can help!
Visiting Rome by golf cart is surely
helpful to those with mobility
problems but we specialized in tours
for the disabled and can help in many
ways, like providing
wheelchairs and/or special
minivans. The best
accessible tour of
Rome!

PRIVATE TRANSFERS
SHOPPING TOURS

We can take you shopping around
Rome, introduce you to the secrets of
Italian fashion, make you save money
and time having a lot of fun doing it!
You can walk around with an expert
shopper or with the help of a golf cart
and driver, but it’s better to have
both! The cart will take you further
than you can walk and
you can keep you
items in it.

We’ll transfer you from anywhere to
anywhere else in comfortable and
up-to-date vehicles! Airports,
seaports, cities... Going from one city
to another, we can also make
sightseeing stops to visit
interesting sites you
wouldn’t visit
otherwise!

MY BEST TOUR
THE BEST GOLF CART TOUR
COMPANY IN ROME

MY BEST TOUR
THE BEST GOLF CART TOUR
COMPANY IN ROME

PRIVATE GOLF CART TOURS

COLOSSEUM PRIVATE TOURS

PRIVATE VESPA TOURS

Our tours are private and therefore we
don’t follow preset itineraries.
However, on our website, you can get
an idea of what the golf cart tours can
include. The golf cart tour can also be
combined with a walking tour of the
Vatican or Colosseum and Forum.
The tour can start from your hotel, if
it’s within the golf cart range, or from
our place if it’s not. We can
also transfer you by car
from the seaport airport
or any other place.

Join us for a private tour of the
Colosseum and nearby Roman Forum.
This walking tour takes three hours
and, time permitting, can include also
one of the following: Palatine Hill,
Imperial Fora or Capitol Hill. Of course
we’ll get you the “skip the line”
tickets, allowing you to spend
more time touring and
less time waiting in
line!

Fun, romantic, nostalgic...
The private Vespa tour shows you
Rome from a different angle! Reach
the sites that are too far for the golf
carts, ride through the streets that are
too narrow for any other vehicle and
get a commentary when
you stop at the sites.
Enjoy a ride out to
the country!

VESPA BUGGY TOURS
VATICAN PRIVATE TOURS

FOOD AND WINE TOURS
Yes! Of course you want to try all
kinds of Italian foods and wines while
you're in Italy! We're the experts!
Let us help you with that! You can
combine your wine and food
experience with the fun of a golf cart
or a Vespa tour, as well as you can
take a tour by minivan out to
visit wineries, cheese farms
and other food places in
the countryside.
Eat and drink our tours!

The Vatican is a must-see in Rome
and the best way to see it is going on
a private tour with us. Obviously we
provide the necessary “skip the line”
tickets for you, so to help you
maximize the time you’ll
spend touring with us.
This tour includes the
Vatican Museums, the
Sistine Chapel and St.
Peter’s Basilica.

Tour Rome in a 3-wheel version of the
fascinating Vespa. Typically Italian,
the same appeal as the Vespa, yet
more stable and comfortable, this
vehicle can tour along with the
Vespas carrying three of
those in your party who
don’t like being on two
wheels!
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